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South Africa is back! 

We’re ready to welcome customers back to the destinations that 

are important to them and are delighted to let you know that we’re 

expanding our portfolio of flights to South Africa, following the 



country’s removal from the Red List. 

 

From 8 November, flights from London Heathrow to Johannesburg 

will increase from three times a week to a daily service and the 

relaunch of our flights to Cape Town are being brought forward with 

flights three times weekly from 17 December. 

 

As South Africa’s capital city, not only does Johannesburg offer a 

gateway to some of the best safaris in the world, but its warm 

climate provides the perfect escape for Brits seeking some winter 

sun. 

 

Cape Town is famed for its breath-taking scenery and its world-

famous wine region.  Table Mountain is part of the fabric of the city 

and the views across the city and beyond from the 500 million-year-

old monolith simply can’t be bettered.  

 

Both services will operate on our Boeing 787-9 aircraft boasting 31 

Upper Class, 35 Premium and 192 Economy Delight, Classic and 

Light seats.  Flights will be on sale from 17 October 2021. 
 

 

 

LHR - JNB - LHR 



Flight 
no. 

Depart Arrive 

VS449 LHR 22:30 JNB 11:35+1 

VS450 JNB 21:00 LHR 06:25+1 

 

 
  

  

 

LHR - CPT - LHR 

Flight 
no. 

Depart Arrive 

VS478 LHR 16:30 CPT 06:10+1 

VS479 CPT 08:00 LHR 17:55 

 

 
  

 

 

We continue to ensure all our customers fly safe and well. To 

ensure they can book with confidence we have a flexible booking 

policy so that if things change, we’ve got them covered. We do 

http://click.trade.virginatlantic.com/?qs=1e194fef049e42101336d849038691ad0df9bab4a764ddbfca807ff6f5eb586c69a7449696745a7df71c94539f96a8c229b3c074a4a08dee
http://click.trade.virginatlantic.com/?qs=1e194fef049e42101336d849038691ad0df9bab4a764ddbfca807ff6f5eb586c69a7449696745a7df71c94539f96a8c229b3c074a4a08dee


understand that the Covid-19 situation remains dynamic and 

ongoing restrictions may pose difficulties to our mutual customers 

with upcoming travel plans. If they are unable to travel for any 

reason, we offer as much choice and flexibility as possible to help 

them amend their plans.  
 

 

 

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks for your support. We 

look forward to welcoming our mutual customers on board soon. In 

the meantime, thank you for the incredible partnership you have 

shown us. 

 

Fly safe, fly well 
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